



Coping with Modernity: The Hazards of Westernisation and Comic 





The article investigates the manners in which the discourse of modernity in the 
19th century Japan was derided and satirised. It begins by referring to the 
satirical poems senryū which offer an insight into the aspects of the Japanese 
modernisation which were frequently ridiculed. Then it focuses on the uses of 
humour in Meiji literature in relation to the previously existing literary tradition 
and to the new media introduced in Japan at the time, which were 
simultaneously a sign and an object of the ongoing modernisation. The main 
areas of investigation are the representations of the West and the images of 
foreigners in the early Meiji literary texts. The article ends with indicating how 
the change in literary expression concurred with the c ange in satirised subject 
in later Meiji works, in which – as Natsume Sōseki’s Wagahai wa neko de aru 
illustrates – the satire is not targeted at the foreigners but at the Japanese 
themselves. 
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This world of civilisation 
Where we observe our own mistakes 
How enjoyable it is!2 
  
Introduction 
The Meiji period (1868-1912) in Japan is distinguished by the rapid 
changes which occurred in the country’s social and political life, and also 
in the field of literature. The postulates to follow the so-called Western 
models of technological, social and cultural development, neatly labelled 
bummei kaika 文 明 開 化  (Civilisation and Enlightenment), were 
simultaneously the main theme of public debate at the time and a source of 
ridicule. The term “Enlightenment” in Japan was strongly associated with 
                                                   
1 This article is a rewritten version of a presentation delivered to students participating in the 
International Workshop on Japanese Studies in Murzasichle in 2012. 
2 己が非を見る文明の世は楽し (Yamamoto 1983: 86). Unless otherwise indicated, translations 
are made by the author. The s nryū poems referred to in this paper are also quoted and tr slated 




modernity. This association is also emphasised when t  meaning and 
development of Enlightenment is discussed in the European context: “the 
concept of Enlightenment dates back to the fifteenth century in Europe but 
was given a decisive formulation by classical social thinkers in the 
eighteenth century, who then gave it the name Modernity” (Lushaba 2009: 
10). Enlightenment is considered a consequence of social progress and as 
such may be associated with modernity. Moreover, as Timothy Mitchell 
notices, there is a strong interdependence between th  discourse of 
modernisation and that of westernisation.3  These two discourses 
intermingled in Meiji Japan, generating public debat s on Japanese 
modernity. 
he ferment over the changes postulated in Japan inspired a number of 
critical voices. From the perspective of a writer and a critic, Tsubouchi 
Shōyō坪内逍遥 (1859-1935) in Shōsetsu shinzui小説真髄 (The Essence 
of the Novel, 1886) focused on the role of humour or c mic wit in 
Japanese novels and also in theatre. Natsume Sōs ki, on the other hand, 
used his knowledge of English eighteenth century literature to write about 
different motives leading to satirical expression, which he considered 
callous (reikoku 冷酷) due to its detached way of depicting reality (Wells 
2006: 196). The problem of Japanese humour interpreted in a social and 
cultural context has been extensively researched insi e and outside Japan 
(Nakamura 中村 1953; Yanagita 柳田 1967; Wells 1997; Hibbett 2002), 
including a wide spectrum of approaches and methodologies. There is, 
however, still a place for a more detailed and focused analysis of the 
relations between humour in early Meiji literature and the introduction or 
perception of foreign ideas.  
The aim of this article, being merely an introduction to more extensive 
studies, is to analyse a number of examples in which the discourse of 
westernisation in Meiji Japan is questioned and ridiculed. The uses of 
humour and satire are interpreted in relation to the previously existing 
literary tradition, as well as to the new media introduced in Japan in the 
nineteenth century which themselves were also a powerful sign of 
modernisation.  
 
                                                   
3 “One of the characteristics of modernity has always been its autocentric picture of itself as the 
expression of a universal certainty, whether the certainty of human reason freed from particular 
traditions, or of technological power freed from the constraints of the natural world. So its history 
has always claimed to be a universal one, in fact the only universal history. For this reason, 
however, it has also depended on assigning a different and lesser significance to things deemed 
purely local, non-Western, and lacking a universal expression.” (Mitchell 2000: 12). 
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Ridiculing bummei kaika 
The Japanese term bummei kaika, commonly translated as “Civilisation 
and Enlightenment,” is a late Tokugawa/early Meiji neologism (Ōkubo 
2007: 272– 275)  and was used by Fukuzawa Yukichi 福沢諭吉 (1834-
1901) to denote the highest stage of human advance (Notehelfer 2005: 
697). The term reflects the dual tendency of the European Enlightenment, 
in which social development and progress (bummei) is juxtaposed with the 
“public cultivation of civilisation through government policy” or the 
“civilizing process” (kaika). 4  
There were many proponents of westernisation in nineteenth-century Japan. 
Some even believed that, “since Caucasians were obsrvably superior to 
the people of all other races, the Japanese should intermarry with them as 
quickly as possible in order to acquire their higher ethnic qualities” (Varley 
2000: 241). However, not everybody was entirely enthusiastic about the 
reforms and changes resulting from the decision to foll w foreign patterns 
of development. Some were slightly sceptical, others openly criticized the 
new fashions. Professional raconteurs (rakugoka 落語家), among others, 
started to incorporate allusions to the process of westernisation in their 
stage performances. For example, San’yūtei Enchō 三遊亭円朝 (1839-
1900), a famous rakugoka who also influenced the prosaic diction in Meiji 
Japan, was known for his so-called nyūsu banashi ニュース話. These 
were summaries of Western novels adapted by his asst nts “who could 
barely read the original” versions but who were most eager to ridicule the 
content.5  
The public discourse of modernity was frequently ridiculed in short 
satirical poems called senryū 川柳 .6 Sometimes the importance of the 
bummei kaika movement was belittled by being compared to something 
ephemeral and fleeting as in the verse: “in perfume on  can smell a hint of 
Enlightenment.”7  Frequently, however, the authors expressed their 
frustration with the widespread presence of foreign deas in public 
discourse. To what extent the label ummei kaika was used and reused in 
Meiji Japan may be exemplified by one s nryū poem: “enlightenment and 
progress are always present in the mouths of newspaper sellers.”8 The 
poem is self-explanatory: it emphasises the frequency with which the 
                                                   
4 See: Howland 2002: 42– 43. 
5  The role that new developments in politics and culture in Meiji Japan played in rakugo 
performances is brilliantly rendered in Hibbett 200: 172-175. 
6 For the history and development of senryū, see: Kobayashi 2006: 153-178. 
7 香水で一寸開化が匂はせる Yamamoto 1983: 86. 




coined phrase bummei kaika reappeared in newspaper titles, also shouted 
aloud by the newspaper vendors. The uncritical atmosphere surrounding 
the introduction of foreign ideas is thus symbolical y rendered by the 
chattering sound of the street sellers and the famous phrase is shown as a 
mere slogan devoid of substantial meaning.  
Another satirical poem took as its target the careless and perfunctory 
attitude to adopting the Western ideas of modernisation: “all the more 
parrots laugh imitating the crude kaika.”  9 The poem uses a hyperbole: a 
parrot – an animal famous, or rather infamous, for its mindless repetitions 
– is laughing at the Japanese, presented as copy cats who do not understand 
the words and acts they aspire to imitate. The term bu mei kaika is 
satirically transformed into nama kaika, nama 生  meaning “crude,” 
“inexperienced,” “unripe.” Therefore, it may be argued that it is not only 
the lack of criticism in following foreign ideals but also the lack of 
required knowledge and inexperience that are the obj cts of ridicule in 
Meiji senryū poems. 
 
New Target of Satire and New Media 
The need to satirize the so-called modern or Western fashions is also 
present in Meiji newspapers. Being a new medium in odernising Japan, 
newspapers, as might be predicted, were often used to advocate new 
Western ideas. However, apart from the mainstream press, which included 
both ōshinbun 大新聞  or large newspapers focusing on politics and 
koshinbun 小新聞, and small newspapers, devoted mostly to gossip, a 
number of satirical journals also emerged. Although they were frequently 
critical of the West, their style was greatly influenced by the English-
language Japan Punch, issued from 1862 to 1887 in Yokohama, one of 
main foreign settlements in Japan at the time. One example of the Japanese 
language satirical magazine was Marumaru Chinbun 団団珍聞 founded in 
1877 by Nomura Fumio 野村文夫 (1836-1891). The title is very telling of 
the content: “chinbun” designate “things bizarre” and “maru maru,” or two 
circles, refer to the procedures of censorship in the Japanese press where, 
from 1875, the so-called taboo words or kinku 禁句 were replaced by two 
circles. The magazine commented on current affairs and also lampooned 
the slavish acceptance of foreign models. 10 Its enormous popularity was 
                                                   
9 オウムも笑ふ口真似の生開化 Yamamoto 1983: 86. 
10 The broad specter of the magazine may be inferred f om the first volume of the Manga zasshi 
hakubutsukan series. See: Shimizu 1 1986-1987. 
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not entirely unrelated to its price: it cost around 5 sen (the price of less than 
one kilogram of rice) (Huffman 1997: 94).  
Another important satirical magazine during the Meiji period was Tokyo 
Puck, launched in full-colour in 1905 by Kitazawa Rakuten 北沢楽天 
(1876-1955). The span of themes it ridiculed was vat: from politics, 
economics through social or ethical issues to everyday life and customs. 
One of the recurring characters in the magazine was Haikara Kidorō 灰殻
木戸郎  who was deliberately depicted as someone taking pride in all 
things Western.11 His zeal to adopt foreign ways was accompanied by a 
very superficial knowledge of the West. His very name Haikara – written 
with two ideograms signifying ashes (hai 灰) and shell (kara/gara 殻) in a 
homonymic way refers to a “high-collar”, the outer symbol of 
westernisation instantly recognizable in Meiji Japan. Kidorō, on the other 
hand, may be a reference to Kido Takayoshi木戸孝允 , one of the 
advocates of westernisation who will be referred to la er in the article. The 
name of the character may be read as a meta-comment to his behaviour: it 
associates modernity with vanity or emptiness symbolised by the “ashes” 
encoded in the Japanese signs. 
 
Tokyo Puck presents, by means of witty pictures and dialogues, a number 
of satirical comments on Meiji society. One was of revealing the hypocrisy 
underpinning the attitude of fervent proponents of modernisation by 
juxtaposing it with a chame 茶目 or mischievous boy. In one episode, for 
example, one proponent of the West starts ranting ad raving about 
Western rationalism whilst severely criticising the traditional belief in 
ghosts and apparitions which defy reason and are in stark opposition with 
the modernising spirit of Meiji Japan. 12  At that very moment, however, he 
is suddenly frightened by the sight of his own hat jumping away, as if 
cursed. The haunted hat thus reveals the incongruity between what the 
admirer of the West preaches and how he naturally reacts. He does not 
realise that it was not a ghost but a physically present chicken that had 
moved the hat. In this manner, his attitude is ridiculed by a teenage boy 
who had hidden the animal under his hat. A childish trick discloses his 
hypocrisy or ignorance, and the boy is rewarded with pocket money by his 
                                                   
11 Volumes 5 and 6 of Manga zasshi hakubutsukan provide ample examples of the satirical 
expression by Kitazawa Rakuten北澤 楽天. See: Shimizu 5,6 1986-1987. 
12 „Tōkyō Puck” 3.18, 1 July 1907.  




father who is apparently far from fervently and single-mindedly supporting 
the hackneyed postulates of modernisation.  
 
Kanagaki Robun’s Representations of the West 
What Tokyo Puck and other magazines ridiculed in pictures and dialogues, 
Kanagaki Robun仮名垣魯文 (1829-1894) already criticised in his novels 
strongly rooted in Edo gesaku 戯作 or popular fiction. The title of his 
Seiyō dōchū hizakurige 西洋道中膝栗毛 (By Shanks Mare to the West, 
1870-1876) is a direct reference to the famous ge aku work by Jippensha 
Ikku 十返舎一九 (1765-1831) Tōkaidōchū hizakurige東海道中膝栗毛 
(By Shank’s Mare along the Tokaidō Tract, 1802-1814). Ikku depicted in a 
picaresque fashion a journey of two men of Edo, Yajirobei 彌次郎兵衛 
and Kitahachi 喜多八. As they travel to the West of Edo, they encounter 
different characters and unknown customs they ridicule. However, one 
cannot escape the conclusion that the ultimate target of the satire are Yaji 
and Kita (as the names are swiftly shortened) themselve . They truly may 
be considered “the prototypes for the characters of many rakugo 
tabibanashi” (or rakugo storytellers’ travel stories) (Shores 2008: 103-104). 
It is worth noting that the name “Kanagaki Robun” itself reflects the 
writer’s ridiculing strategy. Kanagaki 仮名垣 may be homonymically read 
as “written in the kana syllabary”; and Robun 魯文 designates “foolish 
letters.” Therefore, the author’s name itself (“foolish words written in 
kana”) is ironic and self-deprecating. We may argue that Robun literally 
took foolishness as his own signifier. By representing himself as foolish, 
Robun thus subverted the civilized/foolish oppositin (Reitan 2009: 19). 
Robun’s westernised or internationalised version of Jippensha Ikku’s idea 
also uses the narrative technique Jippensha so successfully employed to 
capture the imagination (and to trigger the laughter) of his readers for years 
to come. In a patchwork manner, the plot gathers loo e episodes that are 
only unified by the presence of the main characters. The technique is even 
more visible in Robun’s work as the travelling space is significantly 
broadened and the destinations tend to change in a kaleidoscopic fashion.  
It should be emphasised that Robun had no direct experience of the topic 
he satirized. He never set foot on the so-called Western land and whatever 
knowledge he had regarding the West was drawn from b oks such as 
Fukuzawa Yukichi’s 福 澤 諭 吉 (1835-1901) Seiyō jijō 西 洋 事 情 
(Conditions in the West) published in three volumes in 1866, 1868 and 
1870 or Seiyō tabi annai西洋旅案内 (A Guide to Travel in the Western 
World) published after Fukuzawa’s trip to the USA in 1867. It is not 
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surprising then that Robun’s narration of the West is permeated with a 
sense of unfamiliarity and outlandishness.  
The tendency, which we may refer to today as occidentalising, mirrors the 
process of orientalising based on the presentation of the “other” as 
“absolutely different from the West” (Said 1978: 96). The West in Robun’s 
work is strongly contrasted with what is inner, common (also 
commonsensical from the author’s point of view) or well-known. 
Kanagaki Robun’s attitude to the West may be said to resemble Oscar 
Wilde’s view of Japan, if we are venturous enough to identify Wilde’s 
witticisms with his point of view. Wilde insisted in one of his works that 
visiting Japan may only be an obstacle to knowing it, and that Japan is 
perfectly approachable from the comfortable space of the British Library 
where books on things Japanese are gathered and store  for avid readers. 
Wilde put the criticism of the first-hand experienc of Japan in Vivien’s 
mouth and it is worthwhile quoting it as it possibly mirrors Robun’s efforts 
and literary strategy.  
 
“There is no such country, there are no such people. On  of our 
most charming painters went recently to the Land of the 
Chrysanthemum in the foolish hope of seeing the Japanese. All 
he saw, all he had the chance of painting, were a fw lanterns 
and some fans (…) He did not know that the Japanese p ople 
are, as I have said, simply a mode of style, an exquisite fancy of 
art. And so, if you desire to see a Japanese effect, you will not 
behave like a tourist and go to Tokio. On the contrary, you will 
stay at home, and steep yourself in the work of certain Japanese 
artists, and then, when you have absorbed the spirit of their 
style, and caught their imaginative manner of vision, you will 
go some afternoon and sit in the Park or stroll down Piccadilly 
and if you cannot see an absolutely Japanese effect th re, you 
will not see it anywhere.” (Wilde 1982: 315) 
 
Wilde’s paradoxical expression exposes the process of viewing Japan as 
something foreign and oriental. Robun – having no opportunity (and 
judging from his works even less eagerness) to visit Europe or the USA – 
also resorted to building as much a stereotypical as a bizarre image of the 
West, which itself became a signifier of all things strange and foreign. 
Kanagaki Robun, who used the works of Fukuzawa Yukichi, a proponent 
of modernisation, did not refrain from ridiculing the style and message of 




exposing or emphasising Fukuzawa’s absurdity seems an important goal of 
Robun’s literary endeavours. Although zealous to fight with Fukuzawa’s 
claims, Robun hardly believed that his opponent’s fame would be long 
lasting. He compared it, in a typical rough and robust way, to the fart of a 
kappa, a kind of water sprite. “Like a kappa’s fart, though it momentarily 
resounds within the water, it soon floats to the surface as a bubble and 
disappears” (Reitan 2009: 18) – Robun stated with his usual self-
confidence. His statement was not prophetic, however, and Fukuzawa 
Yukichi remained the main figure of the Meiji times, a true Enlightenment 
man. 
The target of Robun’s satire in Seiyō dōchū hizakurige is aimed both at the 
bizarre customs of the West and at the Japanese followers of foreign ways 
as epitomised by Fukuzawa. The process of modernisation lso becomes an 
important theme. In Book V, Robun thus refers to the on-going changes in 
Meiji Japan: 
 
“The mountain spice sanshō has tiny flakes, but its flavor is 
pungent. Our country, too, is small, but its imperial line is 
unchanging. We have never been defeated by a foreign country: 
the three Korean kingdoms grovel like dogs before us; the 
Ryukyu’s come curled up like little potato-grubs. Their people 
bask happily in the incomparable virtues and treasures offered 
to them by the scholars, royalty, military and government of 
another country. And it is because we too tread the path of 
civilisation that we can be thankful for each piece of beef that 
we eat. On this path we will compare the circumstances of 
others to ourselves, picking and choosing that which will enrich 
our country, while keeping our expectations small.”13   
 
The “kaika no tabiaruki” 開化の旅進歩 or the “path of civilisation” is 
defined by Robun in terms of military and economic power. The first part 
of the quote emphasises pride in Japan’s invincibility. The political strength 
is spotlighted by means of references to Japan’s past conquests as seen 
from a distinctly Japanese perspective. This pride is accompanied by 






(Robun 2002: 108-109). The English translation is quoted after Mertz 1997: 223. 
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contempt towards the conquered people: the Koreans and the Ryūkyūans. 
The elevated tone describing the “incomparable virtues and treasures” 
brought by the Japanese to the conquered lands is contrasted with the 
ironic tone describing the effects bummei kaika postulates have on the 
Japanese. What was brought from the West is rendered in one image of 
beef. “We can be thankful for each piece of beef we eat” – the hyperbole 
serves to show the ludicrousness of the proponents of the West, who are 
ready to make beef the symbol of modernity and progress. Robun also 
ridiculed this attitude in his other work, Ushiya zōdan agura nabe牛店雑
談安愚楽鍋 (Sitting around the Stewpot, 1871–72).  
 
The phrase “picking and choosing that which will enrich our country” 
(“terashiawashite rieki wo e, kuni wo tomasu ga sen’yō to” てらし合して
利益を得。国を富ますが専要と ), which closes the passage on 
modernisation in Book V, may be considered a reference to the fifth 
postulate of Go kajō no goseimon五箇条の御誓文 or the Charter Oath 
declaring that “Knowledge shall be sought throughout the world so as to 
strengthen the foundation of imperial rule.”14  The reference may be 
regarded as ironic in the context of Seiyō dochū hizakurige,throughout 
which Robun vividly illustrates how little there isto be learnt from the 
West.  
The picaresque protagonists of Seiyō dochū hizakurige – Yaji and Kita 
from Yokohama – travel through unknown lands merely finding strange 
habits, incomprehensible languages, gestures and barbaric customs. When 
they approach Suez, they notice with disappointment: “It has no grass or 
trees; the houses are few and far between, made of mud and small 
stones.”15 Near Aden they observe that the foreigners live in tents and their 
lifestyle is very much nomadic. If any of the encountered people interact 
with Yaji and Kita – and such interactions are rare – they are shown as 
rascals, thieves or – at best – utter idiots. The readers presented with such 
descriptions are left in astonishment as to how it is possible to even think 
of imitating those foreign patterns. Moreover, they are invited to 
accompany the protagonists in venting their anger on the foreigners. 
“Foreigners are always looking down on us and reviling us; now it’s time 
                                                   
14  知 識 を 世 界 に 求 め 、 大 に 皇 基 を 振 起 す べ し . http://www.japanpen.or.jp/e-
bungeikan/guest/pdf/meiji&syowa.pdf. The translation is given after: Notehelfer 2005: 672. 
15 スエスの地ハ草木を見ずところどころに泥土細石を以て造築土人は黒質にして、不潔




to show them their mettle” – cries Kita while fighting with the people 
living in Ceylon.16 
In Book IX, Yaji additionally comments on the effects of bummei kaika. 
“In this world, where everyone is vying to be enlightened and westernised, 
it is the night districts of Edo (kuruwa 廓) that retain their taste without 
modernisation (kaika).”17 There is a strong juxtaposition between what is 
proclaimed as enlightened (foreign) and what is traditional (domestic) and 
it is in the red light district, according to Yaji nd Kanagaki Robun himself, 
that the traditional values of old Japan had found their shelter. Both the 
picaresque protagonist and the author, however, do not notice that kuruwa 
in the nineteenth century was also a subject of modernisation. In this sense, 
Seiyō dochū hizakurige is not only a satirical but also a nostalgic text, 
trying to capture what is soon to disappear or what has already started 
disappearing. Whilst ridiculing the other (the West, the foreign), Kanagaki 
Robun also attempts to define the self (Japan, the domestic).  
 
Deriding Foreign Fashions 
On the one hand, the postulates of bummei kaika were repeatedly explored 
in public discourse and ridiculed in some satirical magazines and novels. 
On the other hand, the way westerners looked was both gl rified and 
derided. In 1871, Kido Takayoshi木戸孝允  (1833-1877), a Japanese 
statesman and imperial advisor, wrote a popular poem r zokka 俗歌
exploring the parallels between one’s hairstyle and their political views.   
 
“Strike a half-cut head – here comes the sound of temporary 
conservatism. 
Strike a full-cut head – there is the sound of the restoration of 
imperial rule. 
Strike a head cut short – you will hear the sound of civilisation 
and enlightenment.”18 
 
The poem brings together three hairstyles symbolizing three different 
attitudes to modernisation. A top-knot, traditional s murai hairstyle with 
shaved part of the forehead, represents a conservativ  at itude promoting 
                                                   
16 総体外国のやつらは、日本人を何でもねへやうに、見くだしてけつかるから、こゝら
が勇気を見せる処ダ。Robun 2002: 211. The English translation is quoted after Mertz 1997: 223. 
17 追々開化の進む世の中に、ひらけねへで味のある物は、遊廓だヨ。Robun 2002: 211. 
The English translation is quoted after Mertz 1997: 226. 
18 半髪頭をたたいてみれば因循姑息の音がする総髪頭をたたいてみれば王政復古の音が
するジャンギリ頭をたたいてみれば文明開化の音がする。Akatsuka 2005: 26. 
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the chivalric values of old Japan. However, the expr ssion injun kosoku 因
循姑息 is slightly derogatory, meaning dilly-dallying, slow, passive, idle, 
which sheds light on the standpoint of the person speaking in the poem, 
and in fact on the author’s political views as well. The expression sōhatsu 
atama 総髪頭 evokes the image of long knotted hair, often swept-back and 
tied up at the back of the head. This hairstyle is as ociated with people 
advocating the restoration of imperial rule – ōsei fukko 王政復古. Finally, 
jangiri atama ジャンギリ頭 (the katakana version is used rather than 
kanji 散切り and the pronunciation is also made to sound more Western), 
or hair cropped short, represents the proponents of ideas ideologically 
labelled bummei kaika. The poem was a direct response to the Dampatsurei 
Edict 断髪令 issued in 1871, forcing samurai to cut their top-knots and 
wear their hair in the Western manner. Kido Takayoshi – in order to set a 
good example for everybody else – cut off his top-knot as one of the first.  
However, the introduction of new styles and fashions was not unanimously 
welcome. It was not uncommon to see caricatures of long-nosed strangers 
whose foreign customs, such as drinking milk, eating meat or wearing 
leather shoes and high collars were a very convenient object of ridicule 
(Hibbett 2002: 166). The criticism may be traced in the picture The Stages 
of Civilisation by Kawanabe Kyōsai 河鍋暁斎  (1831-1889) which 
appeared as an illustration in Kanagaki Robun’s Seiyō dōchū hizakurige. 
The picture is a satirical representation of social progress identified with 
westernisation. Here, from right to left, the progress of civilisation is 
represented by the “uncivilized man” (mikai no hito 未開の人 ) with 
swords, topknot, and clothes of the samurai, then t “semi-civilized man” 
(hankai no hito 半開の人) wearing a Western-style hat and shoes and 
holding an umbrella, and finally the “fully civilized man” (kaika no hito 開
化の人) dressed entirely in a foreign manner (Reitan 2009: 8). 
The foreign look, symbolised by new hairstyles and clothing, is used for 
comic purpose by many Meiji writers, including Futabatei Shimei 二葉亭
四迷 (1864-1909) known as the writer of the first modern novel (Ryan 
1967: xvi). In his famous Ukigumo 浮雲 or Floating Clouds, published in 
1887, Futabatei opens the narrative with a description of the crowd in 
Tokyo. 
 
“It is three o’clock on the afternoon of a late October day. A 
swirling mass of men stream out of the Kanda gate, marching 




direction. Each and every one of the fine gentlemen is primarily 
interested in getting enough to eat. Look carefully and you will 
see what an enormous variety of individual types are 
represented in the huge crowd. Start by examining the hair 
bristling on their faces: moustaches, side whiskers, Vandykes, 
and even extravagant imperial beards, Bismarck beards 
reminiscent of a Pekinese, bantam beards, badger’s b ards, 
meager beards that are barely visible, thick and thin they sprout 
in every conceivable way.”19  
 
This passage from Futabatei’s Ukigumo is further developed, focusing on 
the strange clothes of the people near Kanda gate:  
 
“Now see how differently they are dressed. Here is a dandy in a 
fashionable black suit purchased at Shirokiya set off by shoes of 
French calfskin. And now confident men oblivious of the ill-fit 
of their tweeds worn with stiff leather shoes - trousers that trail 
in the mud like the tail of a tortoise; suits bearing the indelible 
stamp of the ready-made clothes rack.”20 
 
These passages ridicule all those who follow foreign modes regardless of 
their inadequacy or even despite the lack of comfort they undoubtedly 
cause. “I have a beard, fine clothing, what more do I need”21 – the 
nameless crowd seems to be a vivid illustration of the attitude valuing 
appearances above truthfulness and authenticity. Futabatei builds a 
narrative distance towards the object described: his narrator views a crowd 
of people epitomising the tendencies of modernisation in Meiji Japan. His 
style is brisk and evocative, reminiscent of Ihara S ikaku’s 井原西鶴 











ぬ貌付。Futabatei 2010: 11-12. English translation quoted after: Ryan 1967: 197. 
21 持主は得意なもので、髭あり服あり我また奚をかもとめん Futabatei 2010: 12. English 
translation quoted after: Ryan 1967: 198. 
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(1642-1693) novels, and it highlights the content described. What appears 
to everybody’s eyes as fashionable and high-brow, is depicted in a mocking 
fashion by Futabatei.  
The narrator in Ukigumo enumerates foreign hairstyles, beards, moustaches 
- a technique commonly used in Japanese gesaku novels – and thus both 
emphasizes and ridicules the excessive imitation of Western fashions. The 
discrepancy between the hyperbolic style and mundane co tent serves to 
highlight the problematic effects of modernisation in Japan and its 
influence on human character and social relations.  
In this sense, the passage by Futabatei may be regarded s a realisation of 
the concept of humour as explained by Tsubouchi Shōyō’s Shōsetsu shinzui. 
Tsubouchi, on the one hand, criticises the associati n between humour and 
vulgarity as expressed in Jippensha Ikku’s Hizakurige (Wells 1997: 50). On 
the other, he notes that the sense of discrepancy between the high content 
and the low language (or vice versa) has an undeniably comic effect:  
 
“Generally speaking, humour, especially when discused from 
the perspective of the works of literature, is generated when the 
words that are used are inappropriate to the subject matter. To 
put things differently, humour is born when things indecent are 
depicted in rigorous words, or when things refined are depicted 
in what is a rustic language.”22 
 
In his theoretical work exploring the mechanisms of Japanese narratives in 
the context of the English literary tradition, Tsubo chi focuses on humour 
as being, together with beauty and pathos, indispensable to fine writing. He 
tries to define the essence of humour by referring to the long tradition of 
gesaku bungaku戯作文学 , highlighting the incongruity between the 
manner of description and the object described as one of the sources of 
humour stemming from the breach of decorum. Wells (1997) recognises 
Tsubouchi’s idea of humour as being close to burlesqu  (50). 
Futabatei, in his depiction of foreign looks, uses humour stemming from 
incongruity - a technique also used by Japanese g aku writers. Natsume 
Souseki 夏目漱石  (1867-1916), on the other hand, moves from mere 
observation of incongruity to irony. His Wagahai wa neko de aru 吾輩は猫








である  (I am a Cat), a satirical novel serialised between 1905–1906 
includes a passage in which Meitei 迷亭, or Mr Waverhouse, describes the 
ways of his uncle. “He lives with a top-knot still on his head. Can you beat 
it?” – he appeals to the readers’ idea of a conservative look. Then he adds 
with mockery: “And when he goes out, he always carries an iron fan.” 23 
When Kushami 苦沙弥, or Mr Sneeze, asks about the justification of the 
old man’s behaviour, Meitei replies: “I haven't the faintest idea. He just 
carries it. Perhaps he prefers a fan to a walking stick. As a matter of fact an 
odd thing.”24 Both the top-knot and the fan are symbols of a by-gone era, 
the latter juxtaposed with a Western walking cane. M itei’s attitude may be 
used to highlight the generation gap and ongoing renouncement of old 
values.  
However, the obstinacy of Meitei’s uncle in cherishing the symbols is also 
questioned: 
 
“In the spring this year he wrote to me out of the blue with a 
request that I should send him a bowler hat and a frock-coat. I 
was somewhat surprised and wrote back asking for further 
clarification. I received an answer stating that the old man 
himself intended to wear both items on the occasion of the 
Shizuoka celebration of the war victory, and that I should 
therefore send them quickly.”25 
 
The combination of the occasion, i.e. the celebration of the military victory, 
and the old man’s outfit is highly ironic. Meitei’s uncle does not seem to 
see any incongruity in wearing both the bowler hat and the frock-coat, 
symbols of westernisation, together with the fan and the traditional 
hairstyle. As a consequence, his appearance creates a s nsation due to the 
fact that his use of symbols is superficial. The readers are led to assume 
that the top-knot and the fan are, for him, merely embellishments devoid of 
true meaning. He, thus, may be said to represent th tendency to assign too 
                                                   
23 頭にちょん髷を頂いて生きてるんだから恐縮しまさあ（…）それで外出する時には、
きっと鉄扇をもって出るんですがね。English translation quoted after: Wilson 1972: 187.  
24 何にするんだか分らない、ただ持って出るんだね。まあステッキの代りくらいに考え




命令なんです。English translation quoted after: Wilson 1972: 188. 
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much value to surface manners and appearances, which resulted from the 
Meiji shift to the ideology of the self-made man. 
 
Conclusion 
An attempt to juxtapose the public discourse of bummei kaika and the 
writings of the early Meiji era leads to the conclusion that the process of 
modernisation and its main proponents were an important object of ridicule 
and satire at the time. Moreover, as shown in the article, satire was 
frequently targeted at what was regarded as foreign and substantially 
different from traditional customs. In the case of Kanagaki Robun, the 
main objects of ridicule are Westerners and the most fervent Japanese 
advocates of foreign fashions. The narrator uses situational humour and 
appeals to the expected dissatisfaction among readers with the postulates of 
bummei kaika.   
With the works of Futabatei and Sōseki, however, the target of comic 
description is shifted from Westerners to the Japanese themselves. To 
distance his narrator from the rest of Japanese society, Futabatei uses 
incongruity and hyperbole. Sōseki achieves this distance by means of 
complex irony. His characters in Wagahai wa neko de aru are shown as 
bizarre and unnatural; and the narrative perspective of an unnamed cat 
additionally strengthens the effect of strangeness. It i  worth noting here 
that after the serialised publication of Wagahai wa neko de aru, Sōseki’s 
tone became gloomier, denser and far from frivolous. The change in 
Sōseki’s style did not go unnoticed by critics who refe red to it with the 
key phrase: “the loss of laughter” (warai no sōshitsu 笑いの喪失).26 It 
may be argued that the change in Sōseki’s tone occurred when he stopped 
focusing on the problem of superficial imitation of f reign manners in 
Japanese society and started considering the consequences, felt by an 
individual, of being uprooted from one’s own culture. It may, therefore, be 
assumed that the change in the subject matter influe ced the style of 
writing and also required a different expression or realisation of humour. 
The distance to the other, so clearly visible in the satirical works focusing 
on the mechanism of modernisation, was lost when texts started to focus 
on the Japanese self. 
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